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finite measure on [0, ao), approxi tes in ~istri~utio~~ the partial sum process 
terms of the transition probabilities (pij)o d i,j q l)i and the stationary distribution 
of the major pro lems in estima oisson process approxi- 
mation is the choice of metrics. the widely used metrics is the total 
~~~tri~ which is de~ned as follows. 
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. IFI addition to QSSU tions ivt Theorem I, suppose that P is ~~ve~sib~e. 
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To see how the theism 
. Assume m = 1 and write the transition matrix as 
P 
hen it is not ~i~~ult to ch treat th: I-st transition matrix is 
If a = p1 the three bounds are the same. If 81 # /3, the first b 
addition, if 1 -- /? c ( > resp.) a, the second is etter (worse res 
while ( ives 
ing more metrics. First, d&ir: a pseu 
e sequel, we use )1 as Ikl,l to stand for the tota 
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with 111 a, II, 
es over all pe~mutati~~us of (1, . a _ , m). 
if s < lb 
otherwise. 
The key point in evalwati 
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show, for each 
the proof of (1) and (21, it remains to 
lf t 
their 
an 
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min 
U- (n,). I/ - (4 j+ lIn,+, /4,f 
[see appendix of Barbour et al. (1992) for the existence 
hand, if the chain (( Ye, + j, Y? ,,, + i), j 2 1 } is construct 
~i~eatl~, 1~7~). then we have. ’ 
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